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practical va1ue, as automooues.
could never be used regularly on,
such roads. · In a dry time there
was loose sand silt inches deep,
and in a wet time mud very- much
deeper, and nobody seemed to
think it possible · to build roads on
that soil that would stand up.

..illlilili5411111Mllliii.._~

* *. *

WHEN
THE
VACATIONER
got to the lake he made himself
at hOIJle.
might take a hike
through: the timber, but constant
hikin·g becomes tiresome. For regular exercise he rowed a boat or
for .entertainment he sat in one
and let somebody else row. The
lake was the thorough!are which
THE AUTOMOBILE -HAS everybody· used. Social calls were
chanJ-ed the hbits of summer re· made by boat. Cottagers were
sortet , together with a great given a good lake frontal appearmany ether things. I looked across ance, because it was known that
. .Pl• l,alte on a recent eve11ing they would be inspected om the
after a bli tering water by boatloads of people makday.
A light ing the regular little voyage from
breeze was blow- Sandy Beach to Blarney Castle.
ing, just enough · Groceries, milk and butter were
to ripple the wa~' delivered by boat, and some of the
ter.
The
a.ir,• dealers sent their boys around by
while still very: bo~t to call at the cottages and
warm, was
re-, take orders for delivery later in
freshing. People, the day~ There were no telephones
were in b!l.thing,, at the lake in those days.
but up and dowl)
·
*
*
.
the lake there
THE ROWBOAT WAS A VEwas not a boat hicle ot utility a.nd a. means for
in sight. At a the Jfromoti~ of social intercourse.
different hour I Frank Kent had a launch which
did see a · couple 'went put-putting up and down the
. (>f rowboats and lak~. Frank was meticulous in his
eA
a I au n ch, but observance· of nautical regulations
alL Thirty years age, on . and his sense of nautical terms. W.
evening, scores of row- . W. Hall operated the passenger
o.a w Id have been. seen on the launch whose dismantled hull now
lake, tome with fishing partl.~s, lies high on the beach at Breezy
bu most ot them carrying pel>ple Point, and that launch afloat,
tout for the evening and to en,.. freshly painted, with brass work
Joy the coolness of the lake after shining and her owner in a white
ho d y.
uniform, was a handsome sight

He

*

I

*

*
*IT IS THE
~.~~USTEnLY
a omobile that is largely responIble for the change. When · cott.gers fir t began to settle around
take the place was not as easy
ace s as it is today.
From
Grand Forks one took the train to
llentor, and there he took one of
1
Rill''ft'IT·n'
or Buhn's bu es for the
ke shore two miles away. Arrivat the lake one stayed there, or
near by. There were no· auobiles to drive, and no roads
hich to drive them.
When
first automobiles were na~rtthrough the sand down to
the stunt was regarded
teresting one, but without

* • *

E. R.PHINNEY, H.N.WSLLS
and some others ·had sail boats,
and there w.ere some lively sailing
races between chack craft. A small
sailing boat, abandoned on the
beach, was floated and patched up
by the boys of two or three families. I appropriated it one evening
to go fishing. There was just
enough air to make the little tub
move, and I had no
rouble in
handling th sail with. one hand,
the fishing rod with the other, and
the rudder with one leg. I was
having a fine time, catching no
fish, but enjoying myself thoroughly, when a sudden s uall

·no

struck. The sail beran to
, and I had got it nicely mease up
with my fishing gear when the
rudder unshipped. My seamanship was equal to the complicated
task before me, and there were no
casualties.

*

*

SO FAR AS I* KNOW THERE
are no sail boats on the lake, now,
just a few launches, and a small
number o~ rowboats. People use
the .lake to look at, and to bathe
in, but not to ride on to any appreciable extent; .

*' *

* A SIMI·
· BEMIDJI HAS HAD
lar exp~rience. To see a rowboat
on that . Jake makes one think of
Macaulay's · · "single
fisherman
washing .his nets in the river of
ten thousand masts.".
.
* * THERE
*
EVERYWHERE
HAS
been a like process. The automobile . has made the lakes easy to
reach and easy to get away from.
The rowboat belongs to a more
leisurely age when, perhaps because they could not do otherwise, ,
settled down for a few weeks in
one place and stayed there.

-W. P. DAVIES.

~ corded 110 or more. Tne wind

felt

like a blast fr()}n a furnace, and
_ eat prof;trations ,vere nuinero s all
over
the
Northwest.
T
y,
through the industry and enterprise of the Associated Press, all
those prostrations would be listed
and classified. Then only a few
of them were recorded on the fragmentary dispatches which were
published.

_ _

T,hat Reminds.
M ~W.P.D.
, THE K D OF WEATHIDR
that we hav been having is of , the
sort that m e Charles La·m b wish
he could sttip off his flesh and sit
ill _his bones. Like cold weather it
sets people to
thinking of how
extreme the temp e rat u r e ' has
ever been, and
how much temperature peo p I e
can stand. I mperial valley in
California seems
to be the hottest
area on this continent in which
people live permanently in considerable nu mbers and carry
:
Davies
on regularly the
activities of agriculture and commerce. In that dis ict I am told
there is no cool season and almost J
no cool nights. There the temperature often rises to 120 in the shade. '
Bu~ then, as the old lady said, they ~.
don t have to stay in the shade.

p'.a ~milties and . things of. that sort
h~ve become staple matters of
news; and sometimes when the
items are assembled there is ereated s:: an erron:eous impression as
to · their number as compared with
similar items in other ·years. There
is · a tendency, too, to strain a point
* *
in orher to reach an impressive .t.o:WE READ OFTEN THAT
·tal. Thus, while the man who dies
"the mercury registered" so and so.
from sunstroke is definitely a ·heat · That expression has come down
casualty, the man ,vho is drowned
from the time when mercu~/ was
while swimming on a hot day may • used in all thermometers, as it
be nothing of the kind. He may
still is in some. But for recording
have been in the habit of swimvery low temperatures mercury is
ming every summer day, and for
uselesn because mercury freezes at
so:rµe reason not at all related to
about 39 below zero and will not
the heat have ventu ed too far, beregister belov, that. Some of my
come exhausted and drowned. In
friends have told me of weather so
that case the heat had nothing to
cold · that th_e thermometer regisdo with it. Several people wiU be
tered 50 or 60 below and the merkill~d in automobile accidents on
cury was frozen zolid. No merthe Fourth of July~ Some of them
cury thermometer· ca11 register corwould have ·15een killed just the
rectly below 40, . and the spirit
same if it had been the third or
thermometer which is now in genth_e sixt~. of the month. But they
eral use does not freeze at 60.
will be hsted as holiday casualties.
-W. P. DAVIES.
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* * *

WITH US AN OCCASIONAL
hot day may come at any time in
t~e summer. A frcah:ish combination of meteorological conditions
may send the temperature up into
the nineties in May, but that is unusual and highly irregular.
Our
really hot weather is due. in late
July. This year we have been getting J'uly weather in June and the
conditions may be reversed.
ONE OF

* * *
THE HOTTEST

DAYS
ever experienced was in September in the
eighties. An unusually strong wind
blew from the south all day, and at
iVarious... nlaces the thermometer re-

that the Northwest

* * *

JIEAT FATALITIES, HOLIDAY

perature, -and that within that tr
mendous range there is just
e
little narrow bans of about( ~00 4 8 ..
grees within which many ban live.
He checked the asc·e rtained temperatures of many of the celestial
bodies ana found som& •lways
much too hot, some alwti much
too cold, and some by turns too
hot and too cold. The science of
I his day, he said, knew of no spQt
except this earth where the tern- .
perature never becomes too high
or too low for human beings to live.
Therefore there is no place where
me.nkind can live e::cept on this
earth. It · io an interesting spccu..
lation, and Wallace treated it in
an·: interesting wo.y.

*

*

*I

*

*

*

*

0
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HOW HIGH OR LOW TEMperature can a human being
stand?.
Temperatures down in
the ~eventies have been recorded
in ·· the polar regions, and people
h8:ve IJved. In certain metal oper•
ations men work · in temperatures
up to about 130. Those extremes
seem to be about the limits. The
limited ~olerance of humankind to
such extremes formed the basis of
one argument advanced by Alfred
Russel Wallace, the famous scien...
tist, in · favor of his hypothesis
that .. this earth is the only spot in
the great universe where intelligent life exists.
t .
WALLACE SURVEYED THE
heavenly bodies from the standpoint of temperature. He found
that b tween the absolute zero of
space and the temperatures of such
bodies the sun there is a range
many thous nds of de2rees of tem-
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the preserve was dissolved. It was
then hung down the well to cool.
It was then brought up and enough
cold water was added to fill a jug
or a pall, and it wa• my job to
carry it out to the field. It made
a pleasant drink, slightly sweet
and slightly acid, with the piquant
flavor of the currants.

* * *

HO~ WEATHER MAKES ME

think of two beverages. I do not I
thiftk. of those to the exclusion of

I

all others, but it is only in hot
lier that I think of those two.
They are black
currant tea and
oatmeal water.
And when I
think of them I
think also of haying time and
harvest fields, for
those were drinks .
peculiar to haying and harvest
in my boyhood.,
In our orchard
there -were several black currant bushes
which, well cared
Davies
for, yielded profusely. Of the fruit Grandmother
made . preserve. Modern canning
method had not been developed.
We knew nothing of the cold-ack
mpethod, and we had not the
means to use it, anyway. There
ere no glass jars that could be
erme ically sealed, hence, any
f ult at it was desired to keep
had to be made into a rich preserve. At our house that was put
away in small stoneware jars with
loose lids which . · were sometimes
set with melted rosin and sometinies merely co
ed with tightly
tied pa.per.
')fc

* *

DURING HAYING AND HARvest men became very thirsty in
the field, and plain water did not
eem quite to fill the bill. One
substitute was made of black currant preserve. A small quantity
of bolllng water was poured over
liberal quantity of the preserve
and. the mixture was stirred until

THE OATMEAL WATER WAS
made merely by mixing oatmeal in
cold water, or sometimes by scald
ing the meal first and then addin
cold water. The meal was neithe
rolled nor steel cut, but fine
ground, of a kind not much in .us
now. It gave a milky appearance
to the water, and the mixture was
not at all bad to take.

* * *

EITHER OF THESE DRINKS
seemed to quench thirst better
than a like quantity of plain water would have done. Between
drinks the jug was kept covered
with fresh grass or a couple of
sheaves of grain, and when
brought out it was pleasantly
beaded with moisture. A swig
from that jug while sitting in the
shade of a spreading tree was
mighty refreshing.

* * *

BLACK CURRANT TEA WAS
more than a hot weather beverage.
It was suppos·e d to have valuable
medicinal properties. It was a
favorite prescription for colds, and,
so fe.r as I know, it was as good
as anything else. It had the merit
of being easy to take, which is
more than can be said of many of
the doses administered by our
grandmothers. In general the idea
eemed to be that the more nauseous a medicine was the more likely it was t obe beneficial.

* * *

CONCERNING THE AGITAtion some year~ ago for storage
reservoirs at Red lake and Lake
raverse, about which I wrote a
ew days ago, P. A. McClernan ofers the following:
"Let me remind you: First that
there have been no st.or age reservoirs constructed at any of the
poi~ts indicated, or elsewhere.
"That the last flood of Red River
Valley. lands was in 1897.
"That a vast amount of the
swamp lands of northern Minnesota have been drained by artificial, open ditches during that period of time.
"That every time it was proposed to dig=:!!: dr .fna.sze ditch that

must necessarily empty into t e
great river, the farmers along th
stream appeared in court and
e
testd. most vigorously that it
certainly overflow their lands.

w!:fci'

* * *

j

. "THE F I R S T DRAINAGE
ditches dug in Minnesota-northern part of the state-were by the
state: No. 1 an outlet of the Middle
River to the Snake. No. 2, an outlet of the Tamarac River to the
Red. Those ditches were dug to
connect the inland rivers with the
Red River of the North, each a
distance of eight miles.
"There was once a time when
the Arpin company operated twenty "Cross Walkers" in this terriry; but never from the advent of
ditching has there been an overflow of the low lands from that
cause.
"The purpose of ditching is to
lowei:: the water level making a
sponge like surf ace to hold the
rain as it falls, and the deeper the
drainage the less the run off as
there can be no run off till ' the
power of absorption is exhausted.
"Drainage ditcl;les and cultivation of the soil has reduced the
run off in all the streams and rivers of all this flat country, while
the_ average rain fall has remained
as it was in the early years: years
when they expected a flood of all
the land every ten years: 1881-821897, and periodically prior to that
time."

* *

*
I AM NOT PREPARED
TO
argue with Mr. McClernan as to
.the influence of ditching on river
flow, floods, etc., but · it is a fact
that admits of no argument that
where once there were innumerable ponds, lakes and swamps there
are none today. Areas that once
held water all summer are now
dry within a few weeks after the
snow d i s a p p e a r s. Permanent
lakes are as a rule a way belo'.W
their former ievels. The co
ry
is drying up. A lot of good scenery
and hunting grounds are being
turned into very inferior farming
land.
~w.

P. DAVIES.

That Reminds
Me----W.P.D.

linxs of the Wahk!al<um Golf club
out Oil University avenue-quite a
di,tance from town. The player1
in that event, wjth their handicaps,
were: W. K. Nash, 10; Burke Car.
bet, 18; John Bi kholz, acratch;
W. H. Pringle, 17; J. Walker Smith,
6, G. R. Jacobi, 18; Thomas Beare,
18; W. R. Vanderhoef, 13; Robert
L
H. Lee, 6; F. 8. Lycan, 18; Tracy
· R. Bangs, 18; G. M. Booker, 10; E.
J. Lander, 10; Frank Decamp, 18.
, The players finished in the order
~ named, Nash having a net score
of. .94 a.nd DeQamp 112.

* * *

THE MOST ELABORATE CE·
lebration ot the day anywhere in
the viein_ity of Grand Forks wa at
Fisher. It wasn't as easy to get to
J'lsher then as it is now. Naviga...
tlon had been suspended for several years, so no boats were run..
ning. One could go by train, but
that made a pretty long day of it.
was al-·
·It was possible to go by horse and
ways a pleasure
buggy, but the roads were nothing
to beat Fargo in · to write home about,_ even though
a ball game. Ernie
the weather was fine. A good
Kent managed the
team could make it ln about an
team that year,
hour and a half.
and
Ball
and
8 n yd er were

pitchers in the
morning and afternoon games, respectively.
The
lineup of the local team contains some names
that are till f ...
Uiar. The players were Forde,
all, W. Hanrahan, McNeil, H.
Hanrahan, Kent, Maloney, Walker., Anderson. This was in the
in ning
ame. In the afternoon
,A
on dropped out and nyder
e in. The morninl' game was
t t qne. Qrand Fork started
l y coring 2 in the first, 4 in
co
and 1 in the third, and
quit for a long ·time. In the
tbn Fargo httd scored ones
w a up to a total ot 7, at
which point the game was tied until Grand Forks made the winning
ore in the uinth. In the attar..
oon
me argo broke loose and
lle up 6 in the third, but the effort exhau11t d her and Gran,q
F
came bi an easy winner by
cor of ~ to 6. Everybody in
a happy.

* * *

HBiRALD GAVE TWO
i•nuimrts of · ace to the ball
es, n. tour inches to the golf
d cap w tch was played on the

* *MANY
*
HOWEVER,

""'

1'

;a

GRAFTON HAD A BIG VAii.tii!.i,iia
bra tion, with a ball game betwee
Grafton and Winnipeg in w
the home team won by a 1core or
8 to 7. It was a great day for the
home teams. At Petersburg Congressman M. N. Johnson was tJ,e
speaker at a big celebration, and
at McCrea, in this county, Gener- ·
al W. H. Standish, former attorney
general of the state, E. K. Spoonheim, county superintendent, and
Principal Armstrong ot the X.,or·
e~ta school were speakers at a big
p1cnf c attended by 1,000
r ons.

*

*
* Sil.A. O
THE CHAUTA:UQUA
at Devils Lake was well u er
way. The management r
ted
the largest attendance on reco.-d,
about 3,000. The speaker ot the
day was Hon. John F. Finerty, of
Chicago. He spoke on ''Ireland
and America,'' and he gave the tail
of the British lion an awful twist..
ing. Professor McAllister, prominent in musical circles in Grand
Forks for some time, sang a number of patriotic songs.
* *NOTE
* IN THE
A.PERSONAL

Chautauqua corresp den~ says
GRAN
Forks people attended the celebra• that E. E. Borapaugh, who had
tion, which was of the traditional been in charge of the correspondktttd, with a parade, Bpeeches, ence during the opening week was
nd
gaines and. firework1. The Crooks- 1 aving for tbe west for a t
ton band led the parade, the chief that the Herald WOfk would be
featur~ of which was a chariot car- handled ·by E. F. FI!'tin duttng fhe
rarying beautiful girls in white, one remainder of the eason.
representing each state. J. J. Ry.. paugh died at Eugene~ Ot gon 1 a
der, state senator for the district, few years ago. Ed. Flynn is one
Great
and editor of the . East Grand. of the higher.ups itl th
Forks Courier, was the orator of Northern organization, and is the
the day, and Jack could make the fastest speaker on the continent
eagle scream when he let himself with the possible exception ot Blll
loose.
? formerly of Fargo, and
now of Washington, D. c ..
* * DURING
*
SOME TIME
THE
-W. P. DA.VIES.
proceedings the four horses drawing the chariot bearing the beautt..
ful girls took it in to their heads
to run away. They were stopped
before anyone was hurt, and this
impromptu number was greatly
appreciated. Then somebody eltploded a. firecracker in Laughlin's
department store and · l'Jet the -place
on fire. A few pails of water put
the fire out, but the incident added
to the thrills.
·

p,

'

·
•
a

5

* * ON* THE DUPASSENGERS
luth line reported that the town of
Bagley, which had recently· been
m.er ly the jumping off
c• tor
lumberjacks, had the blrrest pa
rad of any place along ..~...... ~••111w
--~-~----·

-.. -.,.,....,~..,,_,-----~ 41'

That Reminds
Me-W.P.D.

THERE WAS HOT WEATHER
during the week of the Fouth in
1900. Over the greater part of the
~on.tin~n tµe thermometer registered well up in
the nineties, and
heat prostrations
w e r e numerous.
Grand Forks and
vicinity had welcomed greatly
with it the t ought
it th e t ought
that flax would
make a er p and
that some of the
wheat would be
saved.
, FARTHER
west there was
r e a 1 d r o u t h.
t>avles
Around D e v i 1 s
----·- ...... a y of the farmers had glven
p of saving any wheat at all,
~11,~h ·t was thought that there
till some hope for flax. Cap"'
rman, who had operated a
team on t>evils Lake for many
years, s d that the lake had fallen
lght Inches in May of that year,
nd in his many years of exper ce he had never before known
h a drop in the lake level at
at eason.
r

*

J

I

* * *

X'D WAS HOT, TOO, IN KANSAS
~, or down there the Democrats
e holding their national convenand nominating William J.
ryan for the second time. There
been a lot of dissention in the
mocratlc party during the past
e years, and quarrels over party
dership and party policies have
•ted what might be considered
It hopeless situation. But the party
seems to have been as badly split
away back there by Bryan and free
al ver as it has been more recently
, .Al. Smith and prohibition. The
party seems to have remarkable
owers of recuperation.

..

*

WR ILE THE DEMOCRATS
LEDRU GUTHRIE, for
were tryi.ng to agree on a candidate
tbe city of Guthrie, Oklahoma, w
the Grand Forks city council was
said to have been named, was ~
trying to arrange for the installachief mover in that enterprise, and
tion of water meters. It was a difhe prepared an elaborate statem,ettt
ficult tasl{. There was no trouble
of reasons why congress should asabout the meters, but for a long
sume responsibility and make good
time it was imposible to agree on
the damages. In that statement
it was set forth · that a large numJ rates for water con;mmption.
I
ber of persons had been induced to
1 think I have mentioned some time
that the problem was solved by the
settle on Red river valley lands
introduction of an ordinance by
upon the representation that such
Alderman Carothers providing for
lands were valuable for agricultural
purposes and the building of homes.
the installation of meters by a cer· Relying on the representations
tain date and saying nothing about
made they had spent their time and
rates. The council just ate that ordinance up. Then, having cominvested their money, and then, by
mitted themselves definitely -to . permitting ditching and other inmeters, the aldermen had to agree
terference with the laws of nature
on· • schedule of rates-and they • the government had caused the setqld.
tlers' lands to be flooded, their live
stock drowned, and much of their
* *THE SPAN- other property destroyed. ThereSHORTLY AFTER
fore, went the argument, Uncle Sam
ish American war R·ichard Harding
was liable to those people in dam·
Davis, who served as war correages. The case never got into court
spondent, suggested that there be a
or into congress, and so far as I
change in the army regulations and
know Guthrie never got anything
that tobacco be no longer classified
out of it.
among "luxuries and officers' sup·un:
plies," but that it be treated as one
of the necessaries and served to the
privates. He made particular mention of cigarettes.

t!

* * ~--__.,,,._-__,...

*

* *

*

*

THE PROPOSAL WAS RIDIculed and the army authorities
would have nothing to do with it.
It was held
t soldiers were no
so effembia as to hanker for cig ·
arettes. After the Boer war Davi ·
wrote an article for a magazine in
which h~ called attention to the
fact that after the capture of Ladysmith by the British, a can· of conde?Jsed milk sold at auction for
$2.50, but a package of tobacco
brought $15. Davis considered that
the incident proved that he had ·
been right. What a change he would
have noted during the World war,
:when Ladies Aid societies, and all
sorts of philanthropic organizations
ustled round for cigarettes to give
to the eoldiers. And did the soltilers appreciate them?

* MADE SOME
MENTION WAS
days ago of a drainage convention
at Grand ForkE in 1900 to inaugurate a movement for the protection
of the ed river valley from floods _
by the creation of great reservoirs
at Red Lake and Lake Traverse.
Another angle of that flood situation was the proposal that a demand be made on congress for an
appropriation to compensate valley
re$idents who had suffered from
the flood of 1897.

1

~

-·-

-

course, and tne Paulsen ofotners.
L. K. Hassell may have been the
leader of the chorus at that time.
At any 'r ate he was an influential
, member. I think Gunnar Hoest,
now of Leeds, was one of the
number. And there were some who
have since crossed · to the other
'
I side. It is a pleasant recollection,
,., . . ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - liand I have no . doubt that many
! . who read this column will remem-

T

.hat Reminds
' .;l

* * *

w. P. D f

ber it.
1 ·4
HERBERT PLUMMER IN ONE
.L't'Ie•
•
• ; of- his Wash,i ngton sketches the
·
, · other day mentioned Congressman
·
- e Rainey of Illinois as one of a house .
THE BJARNE C~ORUS HA~ ·member who . looks with some susjust been celebrating its fiftieth art~l picion on Presid.e nt Hoover's moniversary. For half a century that ratorium plan. I saw and heard
organiza.tion has been making g~od Congressman ,R ainey j~st once, ~~d
music for the once was plenty. Congress was m
people of the val- session, and Congressman Burtley, and some of} _ness had found me a seat in the
the original memt Haus~ gallery where l could see
hers are still ·ac- : a~d hear what was goin~ on. The
tive and singing debate was on a resolution for ,a
· in tune
constitutional amendment the efOne ~f the con- feet of which would be to abolish
certs by this tax-exempt , securities. J. Ogden
·chorus which I Mills, then a congressman from
a 1 ways remem- New York, and _now assistant Seeber with great retary of the ti;easury, was speakP 1 ea sure was ing in support of the amendment.
given . one Sunday
He made a clean, forceful adat Maple Lake.
dtess, marshaling in an orderly
d o n't remember manner the facts bearing on the
the year or th
subject, and , presenting in a most
day of the month, convincing way the reasons why
about far enough , he believed the issuance of tax-exba.~k to be the twenty-fifth anni- ' empt securities should be discon:t versary of the chorus. and it may
tinued. 1:~e speake~ indulged in no
be that the anhiversary was cele- personahbea. He simply presented
'" b~ated in that way.
in a telling way his side of a de*
bate on a subject of national conTHERE WERE GAMES DUR- cern.
'
ing the day, and singing, but th
* * *
memorable feature was the evening
C O N GR E S S M AN RAINEY
concert on the water. The group rose to reply. After a few windy
embled in row boats just off the sentences of introduction he drew
entrance to Smith's bay, and most a paper from his pocket and proof the audience of several hun- ceeded to read from it. The paper
dred people occupied other boats.
· ontained what purported to be a
The evening was warm and the
ist of the companies in which J.
water like glass, and the air was
Ogden Mills, the previous speaker,
so still that the boats did not drift. was a director. I have no doubt the
* * *
list was correct, for Mr. Mills is, or
IN THE QUIET OF THAT
was, very much a man of affairs
evening those men sang the songs and was an influential member of
of the Norse fatherland, of their
a number of important corporaadopted country, and tlie works of
tions.
great composers of other lands,
* *
and the audience in the boats and , WHAT HAD THAT TO DO
pn the shore sat in the gathering with tax exemptions? According to
~usk listening to those fine barMr. Rainey a man as wealthy as , he
monies, I have · but a <Um recollechad shown Mr. Mills to be would
Uon of the personnel of that concert. Hans Pedersen was there, of

*

*

I

*

not be advocating the a15olition o
tax exemptions if their abolition
were in the interest of the cotn
mon people. That was· the sum an
substance of Mr. Rainey's debat~
There was not in it a syllable of ar
gument on the merits of the sub
ject. There was no review of th
arguments presented by Mr. Mills
no marshalling of argument on th
other side. There was nothing ex
cept the bare, bald assumption tha
a wealthy man could not in the na
ture of things be interested unsel
fishly in the · welfare of the coun
try. I have been "off" Mr. Raine
...ver since.

* * *WOUND UP
THIS COLUMN
the other day with the , cryptic
statement that Ed Flynn is the
fastest speaker on the continent
"with the possible exception of Bill
~?, formerly of Fargo, and now of
Washington, D. C." That was not
intended as a puzzle. In· fact, it
was not intended that way at all.
It was an accident. Readers who
have heard him speak doubtless
knew instantly that the man whose
name was so curiously treateq. is
"Bill" Green. Those who have not
heard him, have missed a treat. I
still live in hope of hearing a joint
ebate between Flynn and Green
with the decision to go to the man
who can get in the most words in
given time.
,
W.
P. DA 'V't~C"t
L__~~~,-~.,..-~-----~---.-·
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AT A CONVENTION 01" HOS- I
pital wor)(ers a short time ago
there was discussion · of the pro~
rtety of nurses calling· their iJJatients "dearie." !'!'he sentiment expressed was decidedly against · the
practice, and appropriate resolutions were adopted. I never hag a
nurse try that on me. If it should
happen-well, I just don't know
what I would do, I'd be so fussed.

* *

I

look b~ck and recall
that there h a s
.. ··· ')} been r e c o v e r y l
ii; ••:~ :.Y.t:...l
f rom 1ow price..,.
. "' I
• :-:·::.·:::.::::::::::::>;:.

~ ·,:r.1~1 t~;:~:~p~~~ hTu~

self. A few of us I
remember t h e
.:··:\ ear 1 y nineties,
·· ::··. when the grower got about 40
c e n t s for his
wheat, and Congressman J o h nson had to explain t h a t he
never said that
avles
30 c e n t s was
ti- tor wheat; anyway. Then in
he price of wheat in Chicagp i
rtr Ju:ne was 66%, cents. In-'
s
a. month it was selling at
88 ei:its This was said to b the
o,t se1111ational advance in · eat
prwes tµice the clays of the Leiter
ru:,rner, and nobody seenied to
tw what "18.8 causing it.· There
s no evidence of manipulation.
e price just seemed to climb of

·<··:))

\:ii~\

!

l

lt.

* * *

WE HEAR SOMETIMES OF
:tbermomet!ers blowing up from the
eat, Not many persons have seen
at actually occur, but there was
ch a . case h;a. Grand Forks on a
e~ liot day in 1900. Street ther1!i1pqieters registered 100 in the
a.de and better, but some of the
ellows wondered how hot it was
the sun. Kilgore, the bicycle
, took down the bis thermomefrom in front of C~rter's con:
ttoneey store and hung tt 1$
sun where it would get the
efit of all the heat there was.
went the liquid to 110, 115, 120,
4 Pol)! ahe went.

· OVER IN *FRANCE, I UNDERstand, they arrest a man for be-ing run over by an automobile. I
came within an ace of having that
happen to me once. It was · in New
York, several years ago. I had just
b?ught. a Herald at that place back
. Qf_t the· P~blic library w);lere you
can buy almost ·any paper p blished for 10 cents. There had been a
political convention in North- Dakota, and I wanted to see what had
happened.
Glancing hastily over· the story
I found that the convention }\ad
done som.e things which seemed to
me, Jllumb fooliah, and I began to
tb.ink it over and try
figure out
what could be done about it. .While
[ was thus occupied I walked right
into th middle of the traffic at
the ~orner of Fifth avenut ·a nd Forty-second street. Suddenly I wolte
up to the sound of horns blowing,
people shouting and br.9.kes screeching, _and I saw a big car a few
inches :lrorn me, and heJ:1,ded my
way. I jumped clear of 1that car
and I landed right in front of anther coming from ·the opposite
dlrectiol).. There was more shout..
ing and screeching, and I jumped
again,, this time landing clear of
eveeythlng but the traffic cop. ·

* * *

DID BE DRESS ME D(?WN?
He did. He gave me the whole
:works. At least I suppose he did,
tor it didn't seem possible that he
could have anything left. Then I
·did a veey wise thing. I just said
nothing. I let that man call me
whatever he could thlnk of. and ~e
could think ot plenty, ·and took it
all meekly. A.a quietly and -gno.stentatiously as possible I slip,ped
into the crowd and . effaced
self. That's one good thing about a
big city. You may commit anything and then mtx in the erowd
and you are safe.

my-

*

* .-

iOMETIMES, WHEN I FEEL
the :a.eed for a little mortification
of· the spirit, I just think of the
way that cop talked to me and I
become humble at once•
_...

. .

..- ..... ..,.
AS I MENTIONED THJE
er day ·a rrangements were mact•
1900 for the installation of w
meters in Grand Forks. Until_,,.-litllla.., .~t,
time water service was given at a
flat rate. The rate for one kitchq
faucet was 75 cents a month and
for bath room service and kitchen
$2.25 or $2.50 a month. Nobody paid
any attention to the quantity of
water used~ and the waste was
tremendous. The early part of the
summer was dry and hot, and the
river was so low that some residents were afraid that the water
supply would run out. The authorjties ridiculed this idea, but poi~t,..
ed out that water could not be
pumped through the intake fast
enough to supply the demand if
everything was allowed to run
wide open day and night. As a
means of conservin~ the supply
hours were fixed for lawn sprinkling.
·
W. P. DAVIES.
I

, , )1

I

-

.
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lage, out not th;rough it. The
tour made necessary_: by the pav.i g
work runs right through the village, and there is a lot of travel
over that road.

* * *

;tops·

the
w~re discontinued. La,)
he and the boys conducted a A el
in Croakston. 'I1hen the famUy
moved to Grand Forks where the
boys did a considerable busiQess in
pianos and ·other instrum~ts.

*

THE HISTORY OF FISHER IS
* YEARS FAR, DURING THOSE
closely linked up with the history
go's de luxe hotel was the Headof the Canadian Pacific railway.
quarters, owned by the Northern
One section of that road was built
' eastward from Winnipeg, to meet · -Pacific. It was a big wooden building with the railway offices in one
the section that was being built
end. Trains stopped there for
from the Qther end. Some of the
meals. One stop in which I partimaterial for that section was
cipated was of a train coming
·brought to Moorhead by the Northfrom the ·west. A light rain was
ern Pacific and there transferred
falling, and passengers hurried
J?ASSENGJP.R IN THE
to river steamers and carried by
bich crashed through the
river down to Winnipeg. Low wa- . from the train to get out of the
wet and secure places at the
!.l\,l'.&.f.•'.,:'Uli.::i1,:e:
Minneapolis house the
ter in the upper river made
tables. The plank platform was
covered with the greasy mud for
~r; :
w~ich the Red river valley has become notorious, and about three
passengers out of every four slip·
ped and fell, to the great enjoyl
ment of those· who kept their footiiiilrii.
t
o terial f~om St. Paul to Crookston,.
?9.{ star led fa.mi 1 Y and steamers picked it up there ing. I had been there before and
was on my guard.
W. P. :PAVI:eJS.
\::~:i::· g o o d manners 1
* *
~ - " " ' - - - - . - , - - , , ,.
}{( w o u 1 d h a v e
RA P I D S AND SHALLOWS
'::~::·· thought of that. • also made trouble for some miles
There was a ~ this side of Crookston, and in ortime when people ~ der to overcome this the Hill line
spoke jestingly of • wa~ extended the 10 miles to
the possibility ·of r Fisher. The going was fairly good
flying machines I <tf own the rest of the river to Grand
afl'd r opp J n g O n 3 Forks, and Fisher became the head
h
and o.t peqi,Ie being struck 3 of navigation. Thousands of passobjeets ijccfdeb.tally dropped ~ engers were handled through that
f om. Planes,. Nobody took ft very ~ port. Many of the families . that
er.Iott ly, fot- fly ng was t;uch a new f. settled i;n the Red river valley on
<J rare thhti that few realized its - the Dakota side came that wa:v..
lbiltttes. :f'ofJularly it was re- s and whole colonies were transport, .....,...,...,..... ed as a matter of entertain- r ed over that route to Manitoba.
~ltt, tood for fa.i'rs and such gath- r
*
e fu;gs, but not to be considered as
MANY OLD RESIDENTS OF
a gµlar means ot travel. The idea
Grand Forks will remember · the
planes becoming so numerous
Kops family, whose younger mell!create a real hazard was too
bers were for a number of years
ote to bt, entertai~ed, Today - engaged in . the musical instrut hazard is a very real thing L ment business in Grand Forks. In
ft has been found necessary t~ s the very early days C. de Bruyn
~gulate it in the interest of peoKops, th
ad of the family, opWht> ar on the ground. The
erated the hotel at Euclid, Minn.
nneapoUs incident illustrates the
Dining cars existed, but few trains
i~portance of having sane regucarried them. The usual plan was
rtions. rigidly enforced.
; for trains to atop for meals at
more or less convenient points.
ll'ORE PEOPLE ARE PASSI~G
Euclid was selected as the stopping
ough the village of Fisher these
• point for trains on the St. Vincent
than at ~ny other time since
lme. Eastern capitalists had starther was the head of navigation,
ed the mammoth KeystQn
alrm·
~ perhaps more than even durseveral miles west of ~ut 1d, n~ I
& the navigation period. T!J.e
understand that they finance the
XAr highway which is now · bebuilding of the hotel and brought
'11.g 'J)aved passes close b~ the viiinfluence to bear on the railway
people ~ h~ve the stop ma-d.'8 there.
Mr..Jo
o:raerated the hotel until

*
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T,hat Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
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two-fol(f. A set of sails would cost
$7,000, and thete are no funds available for that .purpose. And, even
though the ship . w~re equipped
with new canvas throughout, the-Pe
are now no sailors capable of
handling her.

*

* OF
* FUNDS PRE•
THE LACK
~===~~=#~=========~1 sents no re$.l difficulty. '!'here are
thousands of Americ4ns wb:o ·would
Mnstder It an honor to be permit. ted ·to make a small contributiorf
tbward the· purchase of a new set
ot sails. The lack of trained personnel is the real problem.
HAVJC BE·:S:N SO
expreaatons of di1a:Ppotnt.
, and ndt a few of indignation,
the announcement tha.t the
rebullt Constttu
tion - the fam•
o u s ''Old Ironsides/' - 11 to be
towed troni port
to
it instead ot
sat e4 under her
own canvu, that
something seems
likely to be done
: tt.
Th e Constitution · w a ·s once
•aved fro:m. a9andonment by ·Oliv-

er Wendel
Holmes• stirring
poem:" ''A y e !
e tattered ensign down;"
arou1 4 1uch enthusiasm
ons the i> ople tor the preservaof the gallant ol«t ship that
vy department reversed . tt,
tanner d ct.ton and kept 'the ship
emento of gallantry a.t1d a
e ot insplr•tton.

l

*'

*

*

THE SHORT ·SP,A€E OP' A
few ·years has work~d havoc with
I the art · of sailing. Qt course there
are still thousands Of sailors, many
of them thoroughlf, competent in
the handling of the craft· to whl~h
they are accustomed. but the art of
handling the sails on a fiantng
schooner, or even on one of the
small freighters still left, is very
different from that of handling
the complicated outfit of a fullrigged ehtp. In the days before
steam supplanted salt, the ablebodied seaman ltnew the name and
purpose of . every strip ·of canvas·
and._~very bit of cordage froin l>.tt
to s.tern of any sort of sn.ip. and
took pr1de in his knowledge a.nt!
skill. That knowledg~ and skill
have almost vanished, and they
have practically disappeared entirely trom the navy.
1

* * •

IF SOME CRISIS MADE IT
. necessary for our navy to · recruit
, instantly thousands of men for its
· battleships and auxiliary craft, and 1
· it were important to obtain men
whe could moat readily be train'ed
for the work they were to perform, I suspect that tpe authorities would give the doc~s and the
fishing fleets the go-by. They
YilA.RS AND 'rBE ELE- would draw on the garages for
nta played havoe wtth the fine~ mechanics, on the power companies
en.ft, and again public eentl- for electricians, on construction
came to ·the rescue. Through gangs tor men accustomed to the
bltc contrtbuttons, largely among use .Of digging and hoisting appa001 chll<tren, enough money
ratus, and for petty officers on the
ralaed for the practical re- colleges for metl versed in mathebig ot the ship. That work matics and the physical sciences.
c
le~, the Constitution ·1s · to All that would .be nee ed of wbat
le v her anchorage to visit many was once essential nautical knowerican ports, there to be an 0~ ledge could be taught in a 1hort ·
of admiration and reverence! time.

* * *

* *
WAS *SOMETHING
OF A
to learn · that ihstead ·of belled from port to port, as in
old da.)"8 the snip would be
d. The UP-lanatlon given was

* *

*
I ONCE VISITED
A GREAT
liner just befote her departure. for
across seas. Everywhere there was
a. bustle of preparation for ·the vo":!age. Bul certain parts of the •:itp

miglit as well l:iave been in a tea.c'.'"
tory, and other parts in a hotel.
There was mighty little nautical
about it. On an upper deck was an
elderly man coiling a rope. He waa
the only person whose appearance
and occupation suggested the eea.
His face was tanned and lined. His
hair was iron-gray, as if from the
salt spray of many years. He
h~ndled h~s rope as deftly aa Will
Rogers handles his lariat. I watched him for a few lllinutes, and
the·n, addressing him mentally, I
said "Old man; you never learned
that trick on a steamship."

.

'* * *

I COULDN'T HELP BUILDING ·
_up a little story about him. I Imagined in him one of · the old-time
sailors who had sailed the seven
seas and knew every trick of the
, craft, who, finding his occupation
gone or going, , had gravitated to a ·
job on a big liner. I · read into his
expression a feeling of superiority
to his pr ent job, and ot contempt
for other employes, machine trB;,ined, who called themselves sailors,
but. who didn't know a hawser from
a h~rpoon.

ONE OF ... . .M
. . . _Y
.....................lJN
.. REALIZED · article an old salt te,lls of tlie,;.... ,. . . . ,. "···ambitions has been to make a !ong 1 appe.arance of sailing craft
voyage on a sailing vessel. I . should
the sea. Tliere are still, be
like a trip on any kind · of ocean
a few small fleets left. The a
vessel, t,ro'9lded it is safe enough
of one of those fleets make ,ye
and well handled, but I have waritvoyages between Liver1>001 '·
t ed one trip under canvas so that
Australia, going out
ballairt., ' b~
I might become r~ally acquainted ~ cause there le no freight to be ~a4,
with the se.a. Your passenger linand .returning with wheat if tliey
er is interesting bi itselt, but it is
can get it. That would be all right
too big, too swift and too crowded.
for me, but the tragedy is thcrt
Before you get over your fit of.
there are no real sailors left. Those
seasickness, if you are going to
~tps are :inanned o:qly by. b~•~
have one, and have more than
most of whom have never been at
made a good start at inspecting
-sea before, l:><>Ys who are employed
the ship, you a~e across, and you
because they do not cost much.
I'm nQt going to ship with any s
()Nil Tm:NG BRINGS ON AN- · scarcely know you have been at
·s ea at all.
crew of boys, if I can help it. I
nd writing the other diy
, want men, who know wh-lch side
a ut
l~rs and sailing ships has
HE~CE MY HANKERING ·FOR
up a ship ought to be,
d bow to
r *110
a;,.e of Jn.Y first Great
keep it that way. So I suppose
Lakes trip. It was , a real · sail, in a sturdy ship · that
could stand •11 sorts of bupeting,
I shall have to make the best of
in October, 1882,
under
a captain who started in
the situation and go by the Leviaon the good ship
as
a
cabin
boy,
and
with
a
boatthan or the Mauretainia.
Campana, which
swain who could en ertain me vtith
W. P. DAVJ£S.
was then making
stories
of
thrilling
experiences
and
her last trip for
hairsbreadth escapes in strange
the season. The
and distant parts of the earth. ()n
Campana was
such
a trip there would be time
Sfiid to be the
to
learn
the names ot the sails and
·largest vessel at
different
parts of the gear, to know
that tl e or,. the
what
order
to expect in certain
lakes.
have no
kinds
ot
weath~r.
to follow the exidea
s to her
ecution
of
the
order
with some sort
siie, but to me
of
tntelHgence,
and
there might
she aeemed imbe
opportunity
to
try
.a
turn at the
mense. For some
wheel.
There
would
be
opportut'lreason ibe 'Was
ity,
too,
to
learn
.something
about
es
traveling 1 ~ g h t,
the
sea
in
its
varied
moods.
There
~ o being 10,000 bu1hels of
would be the varied exp,rtences of
Nit. E>nl1 seven passengers left
calm and tempest and the feeling
utu l and about a& many more
of
•ecurtty born of · the conftdence
te leke4 Up at Port Arthqr"- It
that
the good ship could ride out
a 9~t trip, though a ~ery
at storm.
lll~lelLBa·n t one.
*
I USED TO TIDNK
THAT ON
TJIB CAMPANA WASASTEAMsuch
a
voyage
I
would
take
along
lth salls for auxiliary power,
a lot of books to re d. My very
as the wind was favorable
brief actual experle
at sea ht1,s
lii ,W !Nt a. good pa~t of the journey
convinced me tha a very few
carried a full spread of canwould do me. The visitor
"" X suppose there ls no such books
to Cape C()d asked one of the nar-,, . ..,,~01,\ th~ lal<es now. At that
tive fishermen what the people
e there were many sailing craft,
there did in the wintet time when
~ tbem ot considerable size,
they couldn't fish. "Will," replied
it was puiZl,lng to a landsman
the native, "we set, an' think.
the same wind would blow
Somettme@I we jest set."' I found
e of them up the lake and
that in the leisure between visits,
4 wn.
inspections and so forth, 1 · didn't
.:want to d'O much reading. ·I was
~ :FINEST SPECTACLE ON
satisfied to "jeat set." In favorable
at trJp wa$ the no:rtb shore of
weather I could sit by , the hour
e S'1J)erior with rte enormous
with my feet on the rail, just
~l s ~f varl-colored rock , decked
watching the changing aspects of
t ln all the glory of frost-tinted
sea and sky, and letting -it all
hJCPMK~ It was a · sight worth a
soak in. So a very small library
at trip. I have often wanted would
suffice tor my sailing trip.
ee it again, buf I have never
led that way since at that L
MY DREAM 01" SAILING HAS
Jl.Dililltkti.Nt tht )tear.
' been shattered. In a magazine

in

h.•,
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* * *
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provincial and dominion officials
in Canada, In studying actual conditions ln the heart of the breeding
range of some of our most Important specl~s of ducks. Preliminary
results of the study ·now in .progress indicate that this year's hatch
of waterfowl will prove to be the
smallest on record.
··

T,hat RemindSi
Me-W.P.D.

OVER IN MINNESOTA A FEW
years a·go they undertook to "ima lake by draining It and
farm land ~f it. The process eliminated a
creditable lake by
turning ft into a
marsh, d r y or
wet,
the season happened to
be. Now .. the process is being reversed by '"damming the outlet
in the hope of .restoring the lake.
There are many
other places
whtre similar action might profitably be taken for
Davies
there are · innumeri le Instances in which very
o~ lakes ba~e been destroyed to
~ ~ e poor farming ·1and.

as·

~
I

* * *

DR.All(AGE 91" AREAS
~hlcb were suitable for. the breedfnc of wild fowl has supplementand aecentuated what · nature
~ l f does occasionally. A bulletin
ed by the department of agrl1.1re says:
'11{IJ

* * DECREASE
*
~ SERIOUS
IN

numbe:rs of ducks n .o t e d
oughout the United States durthe shooting season of 1930-31
¥M caused general alarm· among
~ e n , conservationists, and
oth&rs· interested in these valuable
rd.a,· For several years drouth ·
coadltlons In the breeding season
of ~e birds have been unfavorable
Uie Northern Plains states and
~ prairie provinces of Canada,
au officials ot the biological survq, United States department of
urrlculture, are co-operating with
~

* * *

"CANADIAN OFFICIAUS HAVE
reported recently that conditions
in southern Alberta. and Saskatchewan and parts of 'Manitoba are
even less favorable for the 'tireedlng ot wlld fowl than they :w~re
last year. Recent · rai~s :: in .these
areas can have no effect . on th'.is
year's hatch of young ducks,' because the peak of the breeding season had passed before the drouth
. broke.

* * *

.

"THE SERIOUS DR OUT H'.
conditions in the breeding grounds
of 'the birds in the spring and \
early summer.this year -have accentuated the critical conditions facing the waterfowl. Concern for the
safety of the blrds ls Increased by
announcements from the weather
bureau that the. extreme deficiency
In mdisture 'that was experienced
In 1930 followed similar conditions
in the northwest dating back to
1922.

* * YEAR
* SECRE"EARLY THIS
tary Hyde, of · the department of
agriculture, recognizing the :need
for additional protection for wild
fowl, authorized amendments ·t
the regulations. under the mlgra
tory-bird treaty act. These amend
ments wlll reduce the open seas.o n
on waterfowl by two weeks in·_eac
of the states· the coming fall an
winter. He also adopt84 other r
strlctlons to reduce the annual ,. ki
of wild ·to
including a reductio
in the number of live-goose d
coys that may hereafter be used a
any gunning stand.
* * *

"THE BIOLOGICAL . SURVEY
has been observing the drouth conditions In the breeding grounds of
the wild fowl, particularly in the
plains states and prairie provinces. .A. large part . ot the wild fowl
that spend the fall · and winter
months tn· the United States come
from these areas. , The results of
the bureau's studies in co-operation with Canadian . conservation
officials w111 be awaited with interest, it Is believed, by sportsmen
and conservationists of both countries, since it ls ·ienerally recogniz..
ed that the conditions now confronting the wild fowl of North
America are the most serious in
our hlstocy."

~

'
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A LITTLE WHILE AGO Wit
had lilac time, which always leav•
fragrant memories. Now we are at
the beginning of hollyhock t11J>4.
and ,oon these stately flowers wt
prese11it a riot ot color. Th~ hDllY•
·hock is one of the e-siest of flow•
ers to grow, and~ .with a fenee or
a wall for a background, It ls one
ot our most brilliantly decorative
, plants. I may be mistaken, but I
have always considered the holly•
hock an anatocratic cousin ot ,the
mullein, with whloh I was familiar
in the East. The mullein seemed to
prefer sandy knolls where nothing
else much would grow. It grew
about six feet tall and had light
, yellow flowers.

1

!

* * *

ALSO, THE SWEET PEAS ARE
coming into . bloom. Many years
ago I read some verses on the
sweet pea which began thus:
A bit of cloud caught on a stalk;
A bit of sunshine floQ.ting
Up· •nd clown my garden walk.
The comparisons seem~d to · me
most fitting, and I wish . I could
remember the rest of the lines.

* *

*' PEA SEEMS TO
THE . SWEET
be strictly · a. northern flower, and
very much a northwestern flower.
Back East they were grown, a:r.,.d
.it required lC!>ts of labor and pati. ence to produce a few blossoms
th•t were a~ all creditable. I have
never seetl i,weet peas •ny,vhere
else that compared with the &'.\Veet
peas that are grown in oul' own
territory right here in a go~ season and when . given proper attention. Even here they do not always
do well, for in addltlon to !he
ahpls, which are easy .to control,
they are . occasionally subject to
blJght and mildew which. are less
easy to handle. But ·'In ~ g®d season when everything ls favorable
we can produce sweet peas to beat
the -world.
~----

tnat in aaamo11
to his · job as watchman he had
sfarted up · one -fellow. in a lunch
counter business, sold two delivery
carts and a tent for a:p.other, and
sold 2 700 cigars for a thjrd. Each
transa'ction yielded its commission.
Business was evidently booming,
otherwise a stranger could not
i'lave caught on ~o quickly.

..__.,_......,.,...:.:...,;.._,..~.~-.....,,--.. .~--~ ..__~-·--~.....,L...-,.--.-..-..11ir·:w
:::::o::r:,.k-;-.- A
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T,hat Reminds

*

Me--W.P.D.

E CITY OF NOME APPEARS
tonally in the news, somein, connecti()n with aviation
o~casionally because of other
activities. B u t
Nome is no longer the place it
was, and today
little attention is
given to it. A
generation ago · it
w a. s different.
Nome was then
an important
place, and there
were few localities in this country in which
news from that_
distant point was
not read eagerly,
a\Tles
for there were
ew p ces of any · size from which
pc!rso s had not gone to Nome or
in which there were not others interested in some way in the develm.ent of the gold fields there.

*

*
PRICE QUOTATIONS
AS OF
that time a.re interesting. It cost
8 1-3 cents for the use of a wash
asin and comb. A bath cost $1.50,
and the same for a shave and hair
cut. The cheapest · meal was $1.50,
nd a plain steak $2.50. What were
called "good drinks" cost 50 cents
and beer and "cheap drinks" 25
cents. Eggs cost 50 cents a dozen,
which seems cheap compared with
other prices. Condensed milk was
50 cents per can and sugar :SO
cents a. pound. Oity lots were selling at $6,000 to $7,000 each. The
charge for working horses was $10
an hour, and _:for men's time $1.00
to $1.50 per · hour. The disparity
between the prices for men and for
horses was due, doubtless, to the
fact that there were many men
and few horses. another case of
supply and demand.

SATURDA\ lrG~T WAS. A
liv:oly nf,.ht in N 0me. On his first
Saturday night there Alex saw. t:9"0 ·
good fights, saw one man f1n1sh
up· the loss of $14,000 which he had
achieved in two hours, and watched a fire, all in an hour. Seven
people, he said, hacl. been shot to
deat~ since his arrival. The Nome
population at that time was
FORKS *WAS REP- chiefly a. male population, but
women were there, and Alex wrote
ttel'l ted in the population of
me in 1900 by several persons that the women got drunk, fought
who had gone · there to better and raised disturbances on the
their -fortunes. One of these was streets, just like a good many of
:A.Jex McDonald, whose brother the men, and nobody· thought anySam the druggist, received a let- thing of it. Among the . Grand
ter 'rom him telling of his exper- Forks people whom he had alences. Alex and Win Boulter had ready met Alex mentions Captain
;formed a partnership, and when McCormack, Mike Malloy, Stevenletter was- written they were son, Plum Campbell~ Mr. Duck&king money a lot faster than worth and F. Flynn.
any of the gold diggers did.
A FE·W * YEARS* EARLIER.
while
in Grand Forks, Plum Camp* *BEEN
* THERE
!'HEY HAD
bell
had
presided over certain
el.ht days when the letter was
games
of
chance
which were in
rltten, and in that time Alex had
m•de $280, partly as a night vogue at that time. Plum was a
atchman on the docks, and Win affable fellow who could riffle
ha.d contributed to the pile about deck of cards or stack a pile o
with any ot them. He wa
$200 which he had tnade at similar chi
quiet, sober · and inclined to b
studious. He contracted the gol

* *

*

ca

~

. . . .....

~

-

-

fever during ·t he Klonllike rush an
intended to strike out for the Klon
dike fields. He had accumulated
larg, collection of maps and othe
inforrnation about the gold territory and how to reach." it, and he
· could discuss Skagway, the Chilkoot pass, Lake Lingerman and the
White Horse ·rapids as intimately
as if he had beeµ over the whole
route. I never knew whether he
went to the Klondike or not, but he
was evidently in Nome when McDonald and Boulter were there.

* ESTIMATED
* *
McDONALD

~HE

population ·of Nome at that· ti
as 35,000, but he had been thek'e
only a little over- a week and had
to rely on current rumor. A. few
weeks earlier the .A:tnerlcan consul
there placed the population at 16,000. There was no municipal government whatever, no provision
f·o r the protection ol Hfe .and property other t~an that impr.ovised for
the occasion. The consul had taken
persoJ1al c)large pending the organ·zation of a regular government in
accordance with the terms of an
~ct of congress passed at the reen t session.
W. P. DAVIES,

couli:l pass. It was understood,.. and
l suppose correctly, that the law
gave xight ot way to everything
pertaining to navigation.

* *

* OF VA;.
THE BOATS, THOUGH
rious sizes, were fairly uniform in
their type · of quipment. At one
end, usually, was a little stable
which the horses occupietl. at night
and . in which the e~tra horse or
team rode during its "off watch.
This gave the animals a chance to
rest up between pulls. At the other
end was a little deck house which
was the h·o tne of the captain, his
crew of one man, and often his
ORT TIME AGO I WROTE · wife and children.
d
y. hankering for a. cruise on a
*
•tUng v.:essel, . a desire which I
TO ME · EACH OF THOSE
oae olt boys have shared. An boats · represented romance and adearlier ambition ·venture. Out of the unknown up
was to live on a I stream it came, floated slowly and
canal boat. Our quietly ~Y, and disappeared aroun
river, the Grand, the lower bend into another . unin Southern On· known. I was _free to people those
tario, flowed past unknown. s,a.6es with creatures of
the lower field of my, own imagination, and a _boy's
my grandfather's imagination works at high speed.
little farm, and in
* ,*
my very earlf
I CULTIVATED A SPEAKING
boyhood, aft e r acquaintance with one of the canal
the railroads hap I boat boys whom I got to k,now. a
supplanted river Sam. He made several .trips wit
steamers, f 1 a t- his famtly and a few times hi
bottomed boats, boat stopped near my place t
change horses. During those time
Sam and I visited, and I sometime
trailed along for a mile just to en
joy bis distinguished soci1'ty. T
me Sam was a hero. H~ had travel
ed far and wslted strange places.
lre was a sailor, for he lived aboard
a boat, . and he could tell thrilling
tales of his adventures. He told of
hairsbreadth escapes when the
,b
a _power. Sometimes QD boat ran aground, of "lnjuns" from
or e was used, sometimes two the •eservation down the river at•4itlg Off the size of the boa tempting to board the boat at night
I the weight &f the load. The and being held at bay by his fathea traveled along a path on er and himself with guns~ I suptb.e shore, hitched to the boat by pose there was never a gun aboard
'.Ii long tow rope. The boat Itself the old scow, but I swallowed it all
as kept out In the stream, a few and asked for more. Then he told
feet from shore, by means of a of the great lake, which I suppose
long steering oar, or rudder, wh\ch the youngster had actually seen,
wa; operated by a man at the and wltich I had not. When on duty
t,m. of the boat. The horses had Sam rode one of the horses or
Jagonal · pull, which must have d_rove the team. There was no
e hard work of it.
guiding' to do, for the horses followed the path without the use of
FIEtDS ALONG THA'l" reins, but lt was necessary to touch
lltim:n~tib of the river ran right down them up occasionally to keep them
e water without fences para- going. Sam boasted that he didn't
11.-:UJJUtP&:'.' the stream, but the dividing have to go to •chool, which I sustweeb. fields was built in- pect w
J ~r y true tor there
ater to prevent cattle from were
m nths of winter
tloa'Wtillllll.Y ng- yPaoh fence had a
rough'.
th oug whieh the tow horses
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*

·

when boats coula not run~ An~ay,
I determined that when I grew p,
an d,as much earlier aJt • po1Sible, I
would be a canal boat ma~ I never got that far.

*

* OVER
*
ON LOOKING
THE
Herald flies I find that the earJ.y
part of the summer ol 1900 was exceedingly dry, so dry that much of
the crop in the: northwest was
burned up. Late crops made a fair
showing because ·o f copious rains
that began Jn July. One eff ec;t of
the drouth ,was to lowei, the :rlv~r,
so that the river men could not nin
their logs. There was a big saw~
mill at E~st Grand Forks, and the
mill had to run most of that season
on logs shipped in by rail. The s
mill was almost about opposite o
where the sugar factory is, and
the railroaded logs were run down
to the Red Lake river a~d dumped
in at a point not far from where
the new golf course ls being laid
out. The late rains supplted wa~er
enough for log running, and the
lumbermen were all jubtlant.
W. P. DAVIES.

*
THE LEGION DRUM
AND
Bugle corps played '{'The Star Spangled Banne~· the other eveni1,1g in
the presence of several thousand
- people at Central park. That reminds me that a great many thinJs
go over our heads. To appreci_ate
a ftne picture ·Tequires some a·r listlc experience, and some of the ·
beauties of a poem · are ]pst on
those who have not aome famtliarity with literature. ·

T,hat Reminds
Me-W.P.D.

* *

I HAVE A LETTER FROM A
matt who gJves a Minneapolis ad-

com aining that
hile in
Forks r&cently he had his
car tagged because he left it
· over night on a
down town street.
He says he was
one of about
twenty pe rs o n s
who had to appear in police
court ne!tt morning on similar
charges.
He
thinks it absurd
that there should
be such a "narrow-minded'' ordinance and sa.,vs
that this is liis
t experience of this kind. In
lflnnea.polis, he says, cars may
parked all night anywhere provided they are. 15 feet ·f rom a hydrant,
$.Ud this does not interfere with
tber the cleaning of the streets
or the operations of the fire c1e-

pe

arttnent.

*

* FAMILIAR
*
I AM NOT
WITH

tbe Minneapolis ordinances, but

p kiiow that the .prohibition of alliilgll,t parking in certain sections
hi not unusual. Notwithstanding
hat the writer s~s about ~inne~l;is, lt is ob:vious that a. street
aweeper cannot be operated under
a parked car, and if the street is
lined with parked cars an appreciable portion of the street must remain unswept. Also, whlle hose
n be connected if the hydrant is
left clear, a row of parked · cars
ma,y obsruct access to "a burning
, building.

* AP.PROIT SEEMED QUITE
>riate that the Drum and Bugie
,orps should play "The Star Spanled Banner," the composition which
as long been official in army and
. ~tavy circles,. and which has recentiY been given officia) sanction ·by
-ongreP. . But how many among
he thousands whQ heard it realzed that they were hearing someIng very unusual in music?··

* *

* KNOWS THAT
EVERYQNE
cr.'he Star· Spangl~d .Banner''
a
ifflcult piece to sing because of
its gr~at range. Not only is its
range unusual, but It uses every
tone between the extremes. The
bugle is a keyless instrument, designed for the production of only a
very limited number of · tones. It
is mostly Greek to me. but there
are musicians who heard that num~er the other night who never
heard "The Star Spangled Banner"
played by bugles . before, and who
are still trying to 1lgure out how
it was done.

is

. WE WHO *ARE* IGNORAN*
T

OF
musi.c al technique take such an
achievement as a matter of course,
but the well informed wonder and
admire. A few years ago at one
of the big circuses eight trumpet..
ers played several concl3rt numbers.
The limitations of the trumpet are
somewhat similar to those of the
bugle, and the two performances
were somewhat similar in their
technical character. The . trumpet
number was advertised as orie of
the big features of the show. The
Legion boys mu,et have devoted a
lot of work to the development of
the ability: which they have shown,
and they are entitled to this word
of appreciation.

*

*

AMONG THE *
CONSTRUCTION
activities in Grand Forks this season is the extension of its steam
*
WHILE THE *COMPLAINANT
mains by the Red River Power
was required to appear in court, he company. It is.J ust 31 years since
doe• i,ot say that he was ftlled. · I . the first steam mains were laid in
Uij~k the intent of the autborttles the city. What has develop.e d into
dealing with strangers in the the present Power company was
qtty ts to be as lenient ln the en- t~en the ~a~ ~ Electric com~any, ·
lo c~ent of traffic rules It is _consist
w\th . ,00«:1 orA,,_e=-r~•.- ..,......._,..-~

*

whose principal o\Yller was W. J.
Murphy, who became widely known
throughout the Northwest as the
publisher of the Minneapolis Tribune, and whose local manage.i.was Roycraft. TGm supervised
the laying of the :first steam mains,
which made possible the heating
of many of the down town buildings from one central p, t.

* * *

WE OFTEN ·HEAR OF .BUILDings being heated by "city steam,"
and, while the users of that system
understand the facts, there are a
good many others who suppose that
the furnishing of steam is a municipal activity. The .lc' ,ty, of course,
has no connection ~Jth the · service,
which ia provided" entirely as a
private enterprise.
W. P. DAVIS.

1ng c;o~, named for tlfeir own stat come one of tne aifficulties enof .Pennsyivania. They bough · countered by employers of that
many sections of land and on i time. Wages for a good farm hand
erected three sets of large an

subatantia:t farm buildings. Th
largeat. group ot , buildings wa
about the center ot the big farm, a
· the point which I have indicated
but because of the size of the far
and the impossibility of operatln
I

That
Reminds
Me--- W. P. D.

it by teams from a single headquar

ters, two other sets of buildings
were erected at convenient points
two or three miles tn each dlrection from the main buildings.

*· * *

were about $26.00 per month, ineluding board, of course, for the
working season. But wages during
seeding and haying were much
lower. Hence, if a stranger were
hired in the spring for a flat $26.00
for the season, he might work a
that price during the months o
lower wages and then hire out else
where durlng harvest at a muc
higher figure.

* *

*

TO OVERCOME THAT, DATHE . HEADQUARTERS SET vidson, a canny Scot, made conincluded, in addition to · numerous tracts with many of his men at
large barns and granaries, a fine the spring rate for the season,
l:;>URING - THE COMPLETION
residence for the superintende·n t, with the proviso that it they workof
e paving between Grand I commodious quarters, with large ed through the season they would
Forks and Crookston traffic is de-I dining hall and sleeping rooms for be paid a lump sum as a. bonus at
to rtd by way of Euclid, and tra~-f the nien, wagon and· blacksmith its close. Equalized, those a.mountshops, where wagons and other ed to regular wages for the season,
.
elers over that 1 machinery were repaired, horses but it the man jumped the job he
.;....
.
'
. • "===~::
road pass what 1
shod, etc., and sheds for housing an lost his bonus •
the machinery used on the place.
_ _ __.._ _
The buildings, both at the head- THE KEYSTONE FARM WAS
quarters and at the outlying points, brok~n up years ago. The main
were painted white, and were al- buil?mg at one of the outlying
f•rms ot which
ways neat and trim.
~tations was picked up by the wind
much was writ- ·
*
*
*
in the storm of 1886 w:hich wreckten some years
OPERATIONS WERE CON..: d a good many buildings in Grand
ago. The buildducted on a big scale. During the orks. No two pieces of' it were left
ings that remain
summe from 100 to 200 ·men were together, and the wife of the foreare f,ew in nume~loytl:i at them ' · beadq~arters,man at that station was killed in·
ber and would atthe number depending on the de-the storm. (?f the main buildings
tract no more atmands of the season. During the only three or four are left. Some
tention than any
threshing season the force was con-WC!t'e IJOld and moved to other porother modest set
siderably augmented, for the com-aons of the farm when parcels of
of f'k r m butldpany operated several threshing.and were sold, and it is possible
vlu
ings. B u t they f machines of its own, and each ma- .: oday to identify some buildings in
Or)B
r,art of a cluster of build- fl chine called for its complement oft1.eighboring farms as former Keyin:gs which resembled a emall
extra men. Farming on the Key-stone ~uildings.
o,m, the headquarters of the ta- , stone was conducted in a manner
W. P. DAVIES.
Keystone :farm.
which, allowing for the difference __,,,~..,.,.-.............,-~.,...,.......__,.........,....~-.---.-..-~in mechanical appliances and meth* *
A. FEW SIMPLE DIRECTIONS
ods of the two periods, was quite
l I enable the tra.veter who is insimilar to that a.d vocated by Henry
t rested in the subject to identify
Ford and others of his ;:;chool toth site. Leaving East Grand Forks
day. As nearly as was then posone drive, a mile north, then
sible factory methods were followa t east for several miles uned. Men and teams went to the
til
detour again turns north,
field like a company of soldiers,
1>a1raialellng a short spur of the
and operated after a similar fashNft,rtll~·r n Pacific. The road again
ion. There were specialists for alast at a Jone elevator on
most every operation. The teamth U e. The Keystone farm bulld;ters took care of thei·r teams under
i!ars occupied the center of the seche direction of foremen. There
tion l mediately east of the· railwere men whose job it was to keep
ay ti-.bk -.t that point and south
the stables clean, and who did
of the road leaciing ,ast from the
nothing EUse. Mechanics kept veele tor.
hicles and machinery in order. Everything was done by the clock.
*
P'
-ODD YEARS AGO A
* *
P
p of Eastern capitalists who,
WILLIAM * DAVIDSON,
MANav.e understood, ere Important
ager of the farm for many years,
embers of the , ol Standard Oil
developed a plan for dealing with
~ ., _2rgantzed. _the Keystone. Farm
labor whlch was intended to over-

.Jt;:~tl:

i\~i:E: :1~::~!

*

1

* •.

THE ENGLISH CUSTOM IS TO liook-up tliat I ever say In so •
~t from the shell. My boyhood ern Ontario was that of the yo
~ was spent in Canada in ·e. very Eng.. . which ls very ancient. The ~
llsh atmospbere, and I have since
divested myself of some Eng~tsh
customs which I acquired during
t~ose early years. '.But the English .
· custom of eaU.ng eggs was one that'
I never ·. acquired, and f.o r which I
never had ·any use.

That
Reminds
Me---- W. P. D.

* * * .

THE EGG WAS SET . IN AN
-egr cup into which it fitted, and
with a · deft stroke of one's knife
.. one end ot the egg was Blfoed off.
In view of what Gulliver wrote I
am ~ot going · to say which end.
The erg. was salted and peppered,
also buttered, if one could · afford
· it, and the contents were scooped
out with a small spoon.

* * *

EGGS ARE RATHER HIGHLY
charged with sulphur. Sulphur tarnishes silver. Many family spoons
were of solid · silver and had been
handed down for generations, and
eating eggs with them · blackened
them; which was undesirable. Some
genius ·had invented a special egg
spoo.n made of bone, a short-handled, narrow-bladed thing, almost
flat, and as little suited for eating
as for digging potatoes. With those
absurd things-we ' were expected. to
dig out . the contents of our eggs
and eat them.

ed 9:t each end to fit over the neck
of an ox just in front of the shoulder. ?t was .held loosely in place by
a bent wooden bow which passed
under the animal's neck and
through holes'" ln the yoke. To the
chenter obf the yoke was fastened .the
1
c an
Y which the pulllb. was
done.
·
·- ·
* * *
AN01:'HER FORM OJ' HITCH
. ls ~y means of a. short .headpiece
·· titted a,round the base- of the horns.
In still another for~ there ls used a·
collar aomewhat almllar to a horse
collar, Witt\ thC'se two latter forms
I have had no experience, and not
~ great deal with the yoke. 1·was
familiar with th& latter, however,
and oocaelonally I was caJled on to
drive where lt was fairly ·atralght
and easy 101n1.
·
_ W. P. DAVIE,.

* I*WAS AN. IRIN T:ij:AT *
POINT
reconcillable rebel. I seemed to
have been born with an · incurable
aversion for that vthQle system, and
eat,,clally for those foolish little
eggs spoons~ I wanted ' my eggs
broken into something w~ere I
could mix them up and get at them,
and I wanted a spoon with which I
could get more than a faint suggestion at one time. With company
present I complied and inwS,fdly
protested, but within the family circle I demanded, and got, a glass
or a cup and a real spoon.

* *

*

THE OX TEAK HAS BEEN A
feat-µre · this year at many fiftieth
anniversary- celebrations. Most ·of
the animals used are just gr~en
steers fresh . from the pastureigmorant and inappreciative of the
dignity of being oxen. But the e is
an occasional team of real veterans,
accustom.eel to lutnberlrtg, clearing, plowing, and all the other
tasks In which oxen have been employed.
AMONG

waa a heavy beam of timber~ sha

*THE* EXHIBI'r.S
*

there have been examples of the .
three styles of hitching most commonly in use. The onlv form of

the coin :had f alien tails up 50
times, he would have found some
excuse for trying agai11, and yet
again.

*

because failure. to fOmplete a
had made it unproductive. Tne r
sult, he said, was a vast collectio"'
of goat feathers, neither useful nor
ornamental.

* * OFTEN
I THINK OE STANLEY
when confronted with the nec~ssity.
* * QUITE
* A COLI HAVE MADE
of making a ·decision on the ' sp~r
iection
of
goat
feathers
myself. I
of the moment concerning some".'
have
started
DUJllerous
things
thing on which I believe myself to
which might have been worth
be in doubt. While driving, the othwhile if I had had the persistence
er day, I approached a corner
to stick to them and complete
where it was possible to take eiththem, but very often I have laid
er of two .roads. With one I was
them
aside for something which at
famillar,
I ha4 traveled it
the
moment
appeared more intermany times. I had never been over
esting.
I
have
by no means broken
the other, but I had long since
myself
of
the
habit, but Butler's
made up my mind to try it someI1'. IS TOLD OF liENRY M.
article
has
b
en
a great help. Time
time, just to see what -it was like.
after time, since reading it, when
tanley that on one of his African I Miles before reaching the . corner
on the point of. laY,ing side some bit
,xpeditions he was in doubt as to on :this occasion L speculated on
of uncompleted work to be fini hed
which
road
I
should
take.
Tltere
.uihr to continue on his diffiat a more convenient seas , I
were reasons why I should stick to
cult journey or
have thought "Goat feathers " and
t u r n back. He the familiar road, as night was apfinished
up the job. Therefore, I
proaching a.n d the other road
had encountered
have to thank Ellis Parker Butler
might be rou~h. I thought that I
obstacles of every
for giving me some hearty laughs
had reached no decision until the
imaginable kind.
and for causing me to hew to th
moment came when I must either
His supplies were
line
more persistently than I shoul
turn the wheel or hold 1 straight.
almost eJthausted,
have
done otherwise. If many oth
For no reason that I could underhis men we re
ers
have
been affected
Uk
stand I chose the riew road. I
iv,orn out, hostile
manner the influence ot this fa
thought
--of
Stanley,
and
I
seemed
tribes barred h'ts
mous humorist may be more po
to realize that without knowing I
progress, and betent
than that of many others wh
had decided, away back to take
fore him was unhave written more solemnly an
that
course.
I
wondeF
how
many
of
known and imponderously.
our decisions which seem to be
penetr~ble' ju11gle.
W." P. DA:VIES.
made
on
impulse
have
really
been
,
T h ~ --situation
made long ago.
,--·.- ---~-~~.,,.__
see.med .l;.opeless.
He determined to
*. GREATLY
YEARS AGO I WAS
iViei
leave to chance
interested in a little sketch by Eld cision whether to go forward
lis Parker Butler entitled "Goat
Feathers." Like almost everybody
11'-""'•"•1 >,:~~11m back. Deciding that
it
else, I had read "Pigs Is Pigs," and
.ll/t11itiitl1~ be heads to go forward and
that hilarious yarn had given· me
to 't11rn back, he spun a . coin
an appetite for anything written by
e aJ,:. It came down tails.
Butler. I have never ~een anything
Stantey was not satisfied. The coin
that he has written since that commight not have been fairly spun.
pared in the quality of its humor
H tried again, and again tt was
with
"Pigs Is Pigs,'• but I got a
tatla. Still dil!satisfied, he tried a
kick of a different sort from "Goat
thlw time, and that time the coin
Feathers."
came down heads up.
·
"All Jght," said Stanley, "we'll
. . .JUST · w:rY THt WRITER
go tonvard."
·
chose that curious title I do not
* D * THOUGHT know, but he us'ed goat feathers as
ANLEY *H A
the symbol of the ip.complete and
tba't he was undecided. and that
inconclusive. All his life, ·he said,
he was leaving his future course to
he
had been gath~ing goat f eathbiind chance. In reality there had
ers. That is, he had been starting
be
the ~uh-conscious, unrecognizthings and leaving them unfinished determination to go forward at
ed. He told of his early life, of
any cost. When confronted with
starting in various occupations.
the immediate prospect of making
leaving each after a little ~bile to
• dont:rary decision he refused. He
take up something else. He told of
~cepted the decision of the coin
incident after incident of his life
, when it coincided with the dein which he had yielded to this
rttdita Ion that he· had already
tendenc:v: of time and labor wast
de, but of which he was not
•are. The chances are that though

r===~=~===~===~==fdiI,
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RETURNING -·To ~r THE SUBject of prairie chickens ~hich in
terested a number of readers a few
weeks ago. J. H. Griffin of Grand
_Forks, industrial agent of the
Great Northern, offers a contribution.

* * *
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VE JUST HAD A PLEAS'lll1t l ter from George Strandvol~
which brings up . pleasant memo1
ies.
S~andvold, now of the
staff of the De..
corah Posten of
D_ecorah, I ow a,
which I understa:p.d is the l~rgest paper publish..
ed in the Danish
language in the
United States,
was for several
years a valued
member of The
Herald's staff.
Born in Copen..
hagen, he receiv..
ed a liberal education there, and
n..iea
he is a 1 s o as
at :With English as with s
~ • • t()llgue. He ls · one of the
~JJ-~.a tlvely few writers who are
alJJfe'.-'\lo writ, well on more than
one language. He spent several
¥•t19 in work in the publtc u..
rary of :tiew York City, an experience of inestimable value to him.
work in which he is now enI
d is of editorial character, tn1:
'11' the reviewing and interatton if world events.

* * *

WAS ANY READER OF THIS
qQ UQ'.ln
other...- than Robert M
Wifrlght of Barton, N. D., a passen~
g r bn the steamer "Islander'' when
s e sank while returning from Alaka 30 years ago? Mr. Wright was
one of the survivors of that disaster, and would be glad to hear
fr.om any others, if others remain
who :were on the ship with him at
~t time. Communications on the
bject addressed to this column
11 be forwarded to Mr. Barton,
their experiences will undoubt
be Interesting to other read-

*__...~_____:____

!

MR. GRIFFIN VISlTED THE
annual fair at Brandon, Man., recently, and there he found an interesting exhibit of birds having
the genera appearance of prairie
chickens. There were a't)out 60 birds
tn the group, divided into lots of a
few birds each. Each lot occupied
a separate pen. While the occupants of the different pens differed
in several particulars, .all were labele4 "grouse." The authorities in
charge of that exhibit evidently
accept that general term as suitable _for a large family in . which
there are marked tribal . differences. Some of. the birds were those
now known as chickens to distinguish them from other members
of the ff,mily, and there . were others which appied to be crosses.

* * *

.

AS, AT BRA
ON, THE TERM
"grouse" is gt. n a general application, so in t
e!(rly days in this
territo~ all bl s having that general appearan e were commonly
called chickens. Mr•. Griffin recalls
the early days \tn the valley when
the person starting out on a chicken shooting expedition, instead of
wondering how many chickens he
could get it he had good luck, figured out about how many he wanted, ai.nd then got that many. There
was .no particular point to shoot
int a lot just to make a _record, f o
there were plenty of chickens f o
everybody, and one had only t
shoot as many as he could use 0
give away to advantage, and the
quit

* * *

SOMETIMES THERE HA
arisen the question of how it wa
possible for single corporations t
acquire title to the solid blocks o
land, thousands and thousands o
acres, of which some of the"' ~arl
bonanza farms in the northwes
con1Usted. The land belonged orig
inally to the government, after the
Indians had relinquished it or bee
driven off, and the government di
not sell or give large tracts to th
same individual or corporation. Th
only way in which one · could ob
tain 480 acres of government land
_ 160 acres as a
homestead, in con
stderattcm. of hi$ pledge to mak
that land actuall~ _ his home, 16

I

acres as a pre-emption clatm, w 1 •
was associated with the homest
entry, and 160 acres as a tree clal
on which he was required to J?ltln
and ~ultivate 10 acres of trees.

* * *

IF THE SPIRIT OF THE LA
had peen ~arried out there woul
never have been any bonanza farm
consisting of thousands of acre
of unbroken and contiguous terri
tory, for the land was given o
sold at a low price to individual
in the expectation that they woul
make homes thereon.

* * *

THERE WERE, HOWEVER.
certain railroad · lands which were
available. The Northern Pacific
was granted as a bonus each alter,.. .
nate section for a distance extending, I believe, 10 miles on each side
of its track. An extension of this
· was made to provide what wercalled indemnity lands. All of thes
lands .could be boug}lt direct frp
the company. Although the. Grea
Northern, as such, received n
grant of government land, ~ts pre
decessor, the St. Paul, Minneapoli
· & Manitoba, received a consider
able land grant in Minnesota. R
linquishments were bought fro
homesteaders, and tn some case
large groups of men were impor
ed for the purpose of filing o
claims and then selling their r
linquishmenta.
W. P. DAVIES.

~----------·~__.,____________,

Tkat
Reminds
Me--- W. P. D.
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR t
for :the adoption of annual appropriation ardinances by municipal
bodies and the
making of tax
1 e v l e s. Certain
general forms are
provided by law
for these purposes, and an entire tax levy ·may
be nullified by irregulall'ity in the
p r o c e d Jll r e in
making it. It will
be news to some
of the older Grand
Forks t a xpayer

that one ta
which was levie
on their property
eb they paid long ago, wa
Mer legally made. :Instead of be
m~e at a regular meeting o
tating body, held in due sol
it was made over the tele

w.

THE

* * *
TAX WAS ONE

.
LEVIED

by ~e Park commission in the
41axly years of its existence.
~ reasons which need not be exal \!,I, but which are sufftcient,
1,','111!1~ 1 •••~es Mrill be mentioned, but an
t ;terso~al recital of the facts may
W In eresting.

* *
THE LAW* REQUIRES'
THAT
he ann118cl tax levy of such a body
shat be ~ade by ordinance adopt~d by a certain date. I think the
al d$.te Is in early September.
rder that the ordinance may be
ed by that date it must be inoduced and passed on its first

rea,d'ing by a certain other datelt was eight days earlier at that

ttm'3.

* *

XN THE YEAR IN* QUESTION
o ot the five members of the

park COmmissipn .u.ct.U Deen OUt Of
the city during the greater . part
ot the summer and had not returned In time for the tax levy.
Three members were required ·for
i quorum.
The president of the
:>oard and two other members were
the city, and notice had been·
iven of a meeting for' the co;nideration of the ordinance on the
rvening of the last day on which
ch actlon could legally be taken.
ne member. forgot all about the
, eeting and drove out in o the
ountry with his team and .buggy
n ·a business trip that afternoon.
obody knew just what route he
, ad taken, and it was impossible
o reach him by telephone or in
any other way.

*

auced, its passage moved oy Olle
member, seconded by another, and
that the motion being p'Qt to each
of the three members voted aye
as his na~e was called.

* * *

ON THE STRENGTH OF Tl{AT
initial and irregular procedure the
tax levy for that year was made.
The tax was collected in due course
, and I think the money was put to
good use.

·*

*

*
I WAS REMINDED
OF THIS
incident not long ago by reading
of a court decision in. which action
taken in a somewhat similar manner was held invalid. The court
held that the consen~ of members
canvassed individually was not of
equal force with the votevs . of
those members in a meeting, a:nd
that the actual, personal presence
of members is required to constitute a legal meeting.

*
THE TWO* REMAINlNG
MEMbers conferred and agreed on a
course of action. The absent member was expected home early in
the evening, and he was to be noti* *
I HAVE NO HESITATION IN
fied of' a meeting to be held imdisclosing these facts · at this late
mediately on his arrival. But the
day, for those who paid the tax
hours passed and he did n,ot recan't get their money back now
turn. An urgent call was left for
and if any part · of the tax has not
him at his home, and near midnight he responded. He said he a been paid it never will be collectW. P. DAVIES.
had forgotten all about the meet- f ed.
ing and had been obliged to drive
much farther than he had intended, so that his return had been delayed. The thre.e members separat- en
ed a.s they were in different parts
of the • city could 11ot get together
before midtilght, and none of them
felt like holding a. meeting at that
*1our. It was decided to do the
job by telephone.

.

* * *

~ PRESIDENT SUGGESTED

t-0 Commissioner Blank that he fn ..
tr.oduoe and move the adoption of
the following ordinance, a skeleton s
of which had been prepared. Commiseioner Blank did so. Commissioner Dash was then called up
and informed that the motion had
been made, and he seconded it.

.

* * *

EACH OF THE C0MM1SSI0Ners was then advised that "it has
been moved and seconded that Or
dinance No.-, providing as ·follow
be passed on its first reading. Al
in favor- s.ay aye." All thre! mem
bsrs said so and the job was don
Somewhere, I supose, in th
archives ot the Park commissio
is the record that on a given dat
a meeting of the commission wa
held, with three named commis
sioners present, and that the an
nual tax levy ordinance was intro-

*

~cead,;- is' no longer needed by them.

This has resulted naturally in a
good deal of lake property being
placed on the market. But the lake
is by no means abandoned. New
owners have succeeded the older
ones, and while many of the old
famili~r fac.e s are no longer seen,
. others have taken their places.
Maple Lake is still very much a
f going concern, and new cottagers
are going there, prompted by the
same motives that inspired their
predecessors, desire for rest and
relaxation and for the. welfare and
happiness of children.
TO
in the early days
the , people wit
whom they wer
familiar, and ma
conclude· f r o
this that the pop
ularity of t'h. ·
place ls wanin .
It ts true that th
lake level is lower tlian it was 25
or 30 years ago,
tlla for one reasott or another
there is little or
no fishing, and
that boating is
not as popular as
it was. N~verthelesa, n1,o•t ~ the·
occupied, and the
of vacancies are proba.ter tll,an it was a good

rs

;so.* *

MAS BEEN 4

.

* * *

I ~\TE RECENTLY ·CHECKED
ov.er a numbe.r of lake cottagesby· n·o means all of them-with
reterence to their past . and pre.sent ~wners};lip, and without any (at:.
tempt at r-gular order, here are
some of the results:

* * *

THE FRANK KENT COT",rAGE,
away down near Sandy Beach, is
now owned by T. .A.. Swiggum, of
Grand Forks. · The Winship cottage, built by
eo~ B. Winship,
nat.Qed "Betsy Ross," and app1:opriately painted req~ white and blue,
is owned· by ]t:. :el. Lycke of G,and
Forks, who has given it a. coat of
cream and keep~ lt l apple-pie order. Mr. Loe of Nor hwood owns
the Bourdon COftage, while the
Hunt cottage next door . is · still
owned by Lucy .and Rebecca,
daughters ot the family, wl)o
spend their vacations there. Both
girls have taught for several years
lb the Sq,uk Center schools.

*"

A. cti'~t1t-s *oF GRAND

DE- l'orks owns the Misner cott~ge,
hl~ In ownership, &l'ld for formerly own~ by H. C. Misner
which are ea15Uy und~r- of Euclid. The Rapin family of
, 1,fany of the cottages were, CrQOkston stlll own the cottage
tniartly tor childr~n. Young, which they occupied many years
J
~tb llmall broods of ago. They ht1ve remove~ the pavilD te:rs tound the 1 a k e . a ion 'Whleh t:tiey 9noe operated, and
--~t place to apend a few in Its p1$"1 they have built three
k ln the summer, · and where cottages, ou <>t which was soJd to
r~n could enjoy outdoor life, E. B. Kinan, Qlle to Dr. Sherman
stttlmlaitng, boating and romping, in and om.e to Messrs. Pratt and Harireuot;l&ble safety. Some of those . man. Mrs. Thos,. Bradley, formerly
p il'lnal owners. have gone the way Cam;llla Redick, of Willlston, still
a flesh and have no further own.a the cottage which was the
11wi1~&
·~1;• or earthly habitations. 0th- home of her ta.ther, the late M. H.
Have reached an age when Redick, for many years, but has
iper ~esorts no longer appeal not occuplEt4 lt for some time. Th
IF1tl :i.th.em. Still others have moved to a_djoiiling cottage, also built by Mr.
tant parts of the country.
. lt6d~ has changed hands two or
tbree Um.es, and is now owned by
THE MEA~TIME THElR L. Miller of Crookston.
dren have grown up, married,
·* * *
haps moved away, and the old . THE SAM MEL'Y COTTAGE
.. ,...-r;-:,,.- ~ __'. c ott~ge. like
the old home- was bought by 0. A1 Lein of Tllief

* * *

·

River Falls, and Fargo parties
have recently bought the K. C.
Hunter place. A. K. .Apderson
bought one of .Ed Smith's cottages,
and Will Jenson the other, while
what was once Calumer Hall, at
the head of Smith's bay, has been
made over in to a cottage and is
owned by Olaf Munro.

* * *

ANOTHER COTTAGE ON THE
Heights which wa.s· built years ago
by Geo. Nelson, was sold by him to
H. A. Gr.osrud, and by him to H . C.
Torrance of Crookston, who now
·owns and uses it. P. H. Ramstad
sold to John Hamerlick, and M. E.
Stricker to M; J; Colton of Grand
Forks. The W. ~ West cotqa.ge
next to the Buness store 1, now
ownect by J. F. Bacon, formerly of
Grand Forks. Fred Blodgett of
Crookston bought one cottage
from E. R. Phinney and another
from N. Mossfin. John Buhn, the
li.otel ·man, of whom more later,
bought ~rs. Burton's cottage near
his hotel.

.

* * *

I AM GETTING TOWARD THE
end of my column, and I have not
nearly exhausted this subject, so
et this suffice until another. and
let us hope, a cooler day. Thi~ ~
ritten on one of those blistering ·
not:.days.

W. P. DAVDlS

R. I Phinney, formerly of Grana.
Forks, built a real house at the
lake piany years ago, and he arid
Mrs. Phinney have occupied it su~mer · and winter for years. Mr.
Phinney has been in poor health
tor some time.

* * •

THE WELLS COTTAGE NEAR
the head of the bay is still in the
family, and Theodore Wells makes
frequent use of it. Frank Gilby
still owns his cottage, and Mrs.
Talley still spends her summers at
the family cottage there. Dr. Healy
owns the cottage which he built
near Sandy Beach many . years
ago. Mrs. L. K. Hassell is now at
the cottage whjch has been the
famlly summer home for over 30
years. The late C. H. Opsahl always
spent a good share of each summer. at his cottage, which . now
f otm& a part of the family estate.
The Bendeke cottage is still in the
family, and has been owned· by
Mr. Bendeke's daughters since his
de~th. One of the Smith cottages
on the· Heights, kn(l)wn as Innisfail,
was bought 18 years ago by John
Neville : and his sister, and is still
occupied ' by them during part Qf
each summer.

~hat Reminds

· Me--- W. P. B.
COkTINUING THE SURVEY
Maple Lake and its c~ttagesPercy Wilqer ·owns the .-former-

ot

•

.

*

*

-

.............~""'='---·-·

THE B~ESS STORE IS ONJn
of I the established fnstitutio
oi
Maple Lake. It is owned by 1\6&. R.
B. Bqness, who lives there the
year around and who, in addition
to operating the store, has charge
of the rental of much of .the lake
p~operty. In connection with the
~tore there i~ a. large dance pavilion which is liberally patronized by
the young people and some of their
elders.

* OF THE . BAY
A';[' THE HEAD
there fs ~nother large dance hall·
operated by Mrs. N. . Kahlert in
connection wJth the f orJller ,Lakeside hotel.

*

*

*

THERE ARE NtJMER l1S
Brynjolfson cottaget and th~ w. L~
other lake cottages with whose hisW i I d e r cottage,
tory and present ownership I am
one of the largest
~ot familiar, but the facts given
indicate that m spite of lowered
at the lake, is
lake level, Maple Lake is still a
still owned and
popular place for
summer outoccupied by meming. Its nearness to Grand Forks
bers of the famand Crookston make it reasonably
ily. T h e Kook
certain that it will always be popucottage near by
lar.
·
has been enlarged and is now
..,...,......,.~....__;._-,--....~---W. P •. DAVIES.
owned by Francis and Scribner.
·*
W. L. Carlisle
ONE O:F THE OLD-TIMERS .A'r
has bought the .. t~e lake is W. , A. West, who still
Bustrud cottage, . co~tinues to build, repair and operand from it' operate row .boats and launches. He is
ates a speed boat
an all-the-year-around resident and·
out of which the · would not feel at home anywhere
•flA their friends get a lot
else. His son Phil is an accomplish~~
ed swimmer and conducts swimfl '. i•~rut~ ()Y,er in the old Crookston ming classes for both children and
y ''$b.ore Acres," built many adults.
ago by Durand and Fuller I
ed by A. R. Fuller. F. J~ SiI HAVE WRITTEN BEFORE
of Grand Forks has the cotsomething about the Hall property.
•,. ..... ,,..,_,...,_ormerly owned by Mrs. Mes- This occupies one of the most det Mentor. The McNab cottag~ sirable sites on the lake front .• The
1$. now owned by Mrs. R. E. Stens- building, a very large on~ was
rud of Grand Forks. J. J. Medved completed in several stages by the
bought from Robert Leik and L. late W. W. Hall who operated it as
ll111er .frQm Chas. Bang. Th4! Nor- a. hotel u~tU the time of his death.
~q. Ha s
·cottage was bought · Mrs. Hall conducted it for some
ry lbe
ang of Crookston, and ti:r.pe afterward, but for . some time
olt
old to O. F. Mix of I the place has not been occupied.
t
The buildings were repainted last
1'J)e
eitinans have greatly im- . spring and they are 1~ excellent reved the p~operty which they pair. The appearance of the prop~tcbased re
tly, and .where they erty would be materially improved
1*1:~e their home for the entire by the removal of the hull of the
summer. w. J. Br.own occupies the old launch which is now high and
eot*4ge owried for many years by dry on the bt9ach. The motor was
I• ~ather, the late F. A. Brown.
stolen from the boat last winter
and several of th.e wlnctows have
THERE .A.Rle OTHER COT- been broken, some by shots fired
~
w ch have not changed through them. The .cost of refitting
1•-••«Ml"..,,., --or which have been fa the the launch would be far greater
ownership for many years. E. than it would ever be worth, and JlS
it stands now lt · gives an unk&pt
, appearance to what fs really a
valuable property•

*

I

I

*

*

* *

.-

*, *

consin the family shipped to Mississippi, where the eldel' Buhn
worked for a year on a plantation.

tle village of Maple Bay, wlilcn
dates back to the very earl~ <Jays.
Near the village are pteasant pie
nic grounds which were one
THIS EXPERIENCE DID NOT
thronged on Sundays when th
make the Wisconsin prospect any
lake steamer made her excursio
lesJ attractive, and. after a year of
trips. Those who had plenty o
lt the family took passage on a
river steamer for the north. The . time and were not averse to vlg
orous exercise sometimes rowe
1 journey was fat~l to the head of
there from the cottages. I hav
th_e family, as he died on the way
done tt myself, but I no Ionge
of ptomaine poisoning contracted
care to row a boat f Ive miles eac
on the steamer. The family landed
at Lacrosse and John lived in Wis-· way. There are also stretches o
the upper lake where weeds malt
consin u~til about 1890, when -he
came to Mentor, Minn. He estab- . rowing difficult an(l where a m
Ushed himself at the lake, and [ tor boat can scarcely be used.
with the exception of a year or two
* * NEEDS
*
MAPLE LAKE
MOR
in which he was engaged in · the
water.
It
must
have
lowered fou
mercantile business at . Mentor,
.feet during the past 30 years, an
this period ending in 1896, he has
the water has gone down seve,
lived at the lake ever since.
inches this year. Some years ago
*
ditch was dug to one of the smalle
THE LAND ON WHICH
THE·
upper lakes to direct the overflo
Buhn hotel stands was . bought
from that lake to Maple Lake bu
from the original homesteader, and
there has ceased to be any ~ve
the hotel was started in 1890. At
flow . and the bottom Qf the ditc
that time there was not a cottage
is dry. The lake is fed entirely b
at the lake. About the time of Mr.
springs
and slow seepage from
Bubn's arrival the . cottage which
small surrounding area, a~d thi
was owned for many years by Wilcloes not supply quite enougb wa
liam Spriggs of Grand Forks was
ter to replace the water evaporate
ouilt, this being the oldest cottage
L..__ __...-,,-......,-~...,.....,..~D7.' n
n A :t~~
at the lake. In 1890 a number of
Crookston families started , camps
along the lake shore southwest
from the Buhn property, and · the
next year several of them built
cottages, this being the beginning
of what became a populous Crook·
ston colony. Mr. l3uhh himself
built several cottages, enlarged his
hotel and engaged in the ice business. lt'or many years he ran....a bus
to meet trains. The old horse-drawn
bus has given way to an automobile
which is operated as occasion de• mands.

* * *

,..,-,
.
I
·:1· ~at Reminds
. .Me--- W. P. D.
1

THE

OLDEST

INHABITANT
0.

of the Maple Lake district is J.

Buhn, proprietor of the Maple
Lake hotel, ice man, bus man, and
general promoter
of lake front ent e r p . r i s e. Mr.
Buhn's activities
h av e extended
from the extreme
south to the extreme north of
the United States.
Born in Norway in 1861, he
came to the United States with
his parents in
1869. Matters of
transpo r t a t i o n
were. differently
Davtea
arranged t h en
fr.om the present practice, and
Irnm.Jgratlon re1rnlations were less
1rstematically aupervi~d. T i:,. e
l:luhn family had expected to go
dir.ct to l..Wisconsin after landing
in tN'ew York, and arrangements
had een made on the other si e
for,,- tht ran transportation. Howe!er1 when the family reached
~ew 4tork It developed that the
* G.*SMITH BETHE LATE W.
tickets which had been assigned to
came
interested
in Maple Lake
tli~ ~ad been issue" to other per•ons, and p~nding the straighten- e property shortly after Mr. Buhn'
arrival. He acquired a considerabl
ing out of this matter they :were
lake frontage on the high nortli
d.e~fned for some tltne at · Ellis
shore, which he named Washington
Island,
·
,.. Heights. This property he platted,
DURING TH*IS ENFORCED ., and on several of the lots he built
cottages. He built and operated the
detention sou.the r n plantation
Lakeside hotel and he and his sons
agents canvassed immigrants for operated a bus line to Mentor and
plantation labor. The Civil war was
conducted several ·other local utilj1i$t over, reconstruction was · on,
ities. Mr. 3mith died at a ripe age
~d the affairs· of the southern
sev"eral years ago in California, and
atates were all in - confusion. For
hls son Reg., who was in business
Soble reason there was a demand
in Grand Forks for several years
P-7om the south for white labor to
died more recently~ .
'
take the place of the former negro
labor, and Mr. Buhn's father wa$
AT THE UPPER, *OR SOUTHinduced to acc.ept such employwestern
end of the lake, is the litment. Instead
coming to Wis-

* *

*

*

*

* *

